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 Potholes have been and still are a huge problem for every walk of life. There 

are many deaths and accidents reported daily due to that very problem. For 

that reason, pothole recognition comes into the picture. To maintain and 

preserve a road, it is vital to detect potholes. It also helps in the prevention of 

accidents. Roads play an important part in day-to-day transportation for every 

person around the world. But the quality of roads decreases drastically due to 

the way of usage and aging. The existing methods take much time and 

manpower to repair the damaged areas. The entire process is slowing down 

just because an expert team is checking whether there is a pothole at the 

reported location or not. So, if we automate the process of detection of 

potholes from a set of images reported from a particular location and 

appropriately alerting the authorities with the amount of damage, the process 

speeds up exponentially. We must solve the major problem of pothole 

recognition by using machine learning algorithms. This paper will discuss a 

convolution neural network-based and a transfer learning-based solution for 

pothole recognition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic congestion, as well as brain strain, are both on the rise, increasing the risk of accidents [1]. 

Our current transportation model relies heavily on road and highway access. Individuals are transported by 

personal vehicles to and from their destinations. It is more than just a public nuisance when poor road 

conditions cause discomfort for drivers and passengers. It also damages vehicles and can result in tragic 

accidents. Road traffic accidents are affected by many factors [2]. Potholes on roads become a very big problem 

when the vehicles are running at higher speeds [3]. Public Works Departments (PWDS) and private contractors 

work together to assess and repair city roads, a complicated process. Traffic congestion is becoming a 

worldwide problem as the number of motor vehicles on roads and population density are increasing [4]. India 

lost nearly 3% of its gross domestic product (GDP) to road traffic accidents or 58,000 million USD in absolute 

terms, according to a UNESCAP study [5]. Injuries due to road accidents cost around 518 billion USD every 

year globally [6]. A person's social contacts are also affected by an accident, in addition to his or her own 

injuries [7]. Every day, six Indians were killed by potholes in 2016. Besides the fact that it may involve people's 

lives, it can also have a detrimental effect on socio-economic development [8]. An accident on the road can 

cause many types of damage, including indirect damage to infrastructure, direct damage to human beings, and 

many other kinds of administrative damage [9]. Potholes are linked to dozens of deaths that go unreported, so 

the actual number may be higher. Based on data shared with the Centre by states, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar 
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Pradesh, Gujarat, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Kerala, and Odisha are among the Top 10 states with the highest 

death rate due to potholes in India. The number of roads paved in India was 63.24% as of March 31st, 2017. In 

India, between 2015 and 2017, over 9,300 deaths have been attributed to potholes since 2015. Three thousand 

five hundred and seventy-nine people were killed by potholes on Indian roads in 2017, while twenty-five 

thousand were injured. Hence, roads must be constructed, maintained, and constructed with vehicle safety in 

mind There are already existing methods to solve this problem like image segmentation-based edge detection 

methods, AlexNet based methods, you only look once (YOLO) based methods as well. But the methods 

discussed are of better version and level when compared to them. 

Potholes could be identified more quickly and more efficiently if the process of identifying them was 

automated. As a result, more time and money could be spent on fixing the roads instead of identifying them. 

As discussed in Goldberg [10] automation emphasizes more on quality. An overview of convolutional neural 

networks (CNNs) and their applications in image recognition is presented in the first part of this paper. CNN’s 

can be applied in many different ways possible; they can be pre trained as discussed in Abdullah and Hasan 

[11] or deep CNN’s can also be used as discussed in Yang and Li [12] for image processing and recognition. 

We will then move on to the use of transfer learning with Inception V3 and Imagenet in the second part of this 

paper. As suggested in Degadwala et al. [13] the inception V3 along with transfer learning can be used for 

image captioning. 

CNN's are a category of neural networks which are apt to work with images and predict objects in 

images [14]. Neural networks are neuron-based systems that use neurons to create outputs based on inputs.  

It is possible for "neurons" to be called nodes, and each node is a weighted input taken from the presiding 

nodes or from inputs to determine output. To make a good decision, each weight within "neurons" must be 

trained. A CNN is a type of deep-feedforward neural network that makes use of spatial relationships of data to 

recognize images as they use deep learning on large datasets. For a detailed explanation of CNN’s refer  

Albawi et al. [15]. Machine learning method called transfer learning takes a model developed for one task and 

uses it to start a new model on a second one. Due to the resources required to develop neural network models 

and the amazing leaps in intelligence that these machines provide, the use of pre-trained neural networks for 

computer vision and natural language processing has become increasingly popular in deep learning. 

We went through multiple papers where people used different methods to approach the problem. Few 

papers used CNN with Alexnet by Srinidhi and SM [16], YOLO by Yik et al. [17] to solve the issue at hand, 

while others used non-machine learning methods such as edge detection to detect anomalies in the road. While 

the methodology used is either not better, or the results that they have obtained are not very high. 

Based on the fundamental properties of potholes, the paper by Nienaber et al. [18] discusses an 

algorithmic approach to detecting potholes without requiring any machine learning. As the approach is visual, 

it is clear that the solution will depend on lighting, angle or point of view, and other factors that obstruct the 

view of potholes. Pothole detection begins with grayscale conversion of the road section image. In order to 

remove noise from this grayscale image, a Gaussian filter was applied. The road surface is then extracted using 

differentiation-based Canny edge detection. Danti et al. [19] have created a model which detects and recognizes 

potholes, black clusters were used to extract potential regions hence adding pothole detection to the recognition 

part. Douanghphanah and Oneyama [20] discussed road roughness by using fast fourier transform (FTT) in 

frequency space, it analyzes the effect of speed devices and has classified them by the roughness index. The 

papers have given us a brief knowledge of what all algorithms can be applied to obtain the expected results. 

They have helped with what to do and what not to. There are some algorithms in Kaggle as well where different 

models are created to output whether there is a pothole or not.  

The models mentioned in this paper are better than the existing models in the literature as we are using 

a bigger dataset and have got higher accuracies when compared. The models discussed in this paper are faster 

both in training and predicting the potholes. We are also using a new approach known as transfer learning 

which is gives better results than the existing models in the literature. 

 

  

2. METHOD 

2.1.  Dataset 

Data set taken from internet. The title of the dataset is “Pothole Detection” and is located at [21]. The 

total number of images in data set are 1,440, a sample image is as referred to in the Figure 1. While training 

the model data set is divided in to desired 3 sets like training, testing and validation. Depends on occurrence 

and nonoccurrence of pot hole in the image all the 1,440 have been divided. Size of the images resized to 

64×64, for enhancing accuracy, size of the image is considered by emphatical method. 

 

2.2.  Convolutional neural network 

CNN is better at identifying a face, objects, and traffic signboards. It is better at the same because it 

extends deep learning algorithms [22], [23]. The dataset contains images of 64×64 size, we have resized the 
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images to 256×256 for achieving better results. We have made sure that the size of the images remains the 

same throughout so that the process of classifications becomes easy. This brought uniformity to the images. 

Throughout this research, several CNN models have been created and experimented with. A majority of these 

models utilize convolutional, ReLu, average pooling and layer-by-layer connections. Only notable models will 

be discussed here. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Pothole image 

 

 

Architecture, the main model as referred to in the Figure 2. created with the Keras library in Python. 

To include dataset into designed network, we have used the ImageDataGenerator function present in Keras. 

This operation creates a "usable copy" of the image for the model to use for training and testing. Numerous 

CNN 2D layers were used in the model, have 10 filters with (SAF) Sigmoid activation function. The steps have 

changed (1,1), (3,3), (5,5). Soft max function used at the output layer". the metrics used is "Accuracy". The 

model consists of a total of 7 CNN layers, Model run for about 50 times and got a 94% testing accuracy. We 

found some anomalies in the detection of images as well, at times images that have potholes are not detected 

and at times images without potholes are detected as images with potholes. Initially, we have checked on the 

algorithm whether it has any faults in it but later found out that it is the images that are creating the problems, 

mainly it is the disturbances in those images. Disturbances such as splashes of water which partially cover the 

potholes, blurry images with oil marks on the roads which are generally circular in shape are being noticed 

unwantedly. Such images were deteriorating the accuracy but we have removed such images with disturbances 

so that we achieve better results.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. CNN model architecture 

 

 

2.3.  Inception V3 

Data Preparation As the pre-trained model only takes images in (224,224,3) format we have 

augmented all the images into the said size from 64×64 original size as these images is going to run based on 

a pre-trained model the augmentation of the images made a huge difference in the final results obtained. Data 
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is pre-processed using the preprocess input () function present in Kera’s. Hence, this function when imported 

from Keras automatically pre-processes all the images present in the dataset to the sizes as required by the 

inception-v3 model. 

Architecture Inception-V3 is a variation of CNN, consists of 48 inception layers deep CNN as referred 

to in the Figure 3. Each inception layer contains of a 1×1, a 3×3, and a 5×5 layer where all their outputs are 

combined into a single input vector Training model uses Transfer learning. During training architecture on 

Google’s image-net [24], [25] weights were changed. The entire architecture initialized with the weights of 

image-net, except output and input layers. The format of the input is 224(width):224(height):3 (RGB) and the 

format of the output is a vector of 2 rows. If pot hole is present first row is ‘1’, if no pot hole second row vector 

is ‘1’. The model consists a total of 4098 trainable params. Model is initialized with weights from image -net 

data set. The knowledge found in categorizing image-net dataset was used to order pothole images. last layers 

are retained, have a higher implication in finding object classes with a very sluggish learning rate to get best 

accuracy. Retraining method has helped in achieving better results, which will be further discussed. One reason 

behind the increase in the accuracy might be freezing and retraining of the model, the other reason might be 

the adaptability of the model towards the new images which are specific to pothole detection. The improvement 

might be very small, but in such models, even small changes make a huge difference. People are still working 

on such algorithms so that they, even more, improve the accuracy of the algorithms which use these pre-trained 

models. The image depicts the entire model of inception V3.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. InceptionV3 model architecture 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Throughout the algorithm development, Kaggle data set and other images from internet were used. 

As referred to in Table 1 results of both the models were listed. CNN model has given better results when 

compared to transfer learning but, as the Inception V3 model was pre-trained with many images from image-

net the results obtained from that model are better than the CNN model results. The inception v3 algorithm is 

trained on around 2,330 images, 1,000 being generic images from ImageNet and the rest being related to 

pothole detection, whereas the CNN model is trained on 1,440 images which are very specific to the sole cause 

of detecting potholes. The results would even improve if the size of the datasets is increased or the versatility 

of images is increased like from grayscale to RGB, small-sized images to large. 

As already mentioned, we have found some anomalies as referred to in Figure 4, we found that such 

images are becoming an anomaly as there is no proper view of the pothole in it. Figure 5 is an image, which is 

perfectly detected, we have made sure that the image is not taken from the dataset and is not of the same size 

as the dataset images, because such images are the ones that we generally find or are needed to test in our day-

to-day life. 
 

 

Table 1. Comparison of accuracies 
Network Training Accuracy Training Loss Testing Accuracy Testing Loss 

CNN 0.96 0.02 0.94 0.032 

Inception V3 BEFORE FT (fine tune) 0.96 0.16 0.912 0.2 

Inception V3 AFTER FT (fine tune) 0.95 0.16 0.92 0.2 
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Figure 4. Anomalous image from the dataset 

 
 

Figure 5. Image recognized as a pothole 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed convolutional neural network model and inception V3 model have performed well and 

are ready to predict the potholes from the images. The models can be used by the government authorities also 

known as public work Departments. They can reduce the time taken to recognize them and the cost put in as 

well. The models have been worked on so perfectly so that we get as accurate to recognize potholes as we can. 

The important part of this entire process is entirely dependent on the dataset and the images in it, mainly the 

sizes of the images are important. There should be uniformity among all the images used so that they are 

perfectly trained and validated. We have found some anomalies in the testing phase where small-sized potholes 

are at times ignored. From the results obtained, we can confirm that the Inception V3 based Image net model 

has performed better as it has been trained on a larger and flexible dataset when compared to the CNN model. 

The CNN model also has produced comparatively better results from existing models.  

 

 

5. FUTURE SCOPE 

The performance of the models can be improved by using huge, sophisticated datasets with uniform 

sizes containing different sizes of potholes. The performance can also be improved by using the datasets from 

various governments from different countries and continents, either old or new datasets will surely improve 

the accuracy. The results are better enough to be integrated into a project wherein potholes are to be recognized 

or detected, say we can use a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to detect the potholes. With project integration, 

we can even increase datasets by capturing the real data in and around us. There are many more avenues to 

approach the problem and solve it in an even much better way as in we can apply all the CNN models. There 

are also many more areas into which we can integrate the pothole recognition and detection solution.  
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